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THE KINGS ROYAL RIFLE CORPS AT SIDI RESEGH

The following account of a Battalion of the Kings Royal Rifle

Corps at Sidi Resegh has just been received:-

On the morning of November 20 the Battalion reached a point some six miles

south east of SIDI RESEGH and established contact with the enemy who were also

interested in this strategic point. The Battalion wanted a foothold on the

escarpment to the North for operations designed to cut General ROMMEL ’s lines

of communication and to help the advancing troops to join hands with TOBRUK. The

enemy was determined to deny them this ground.

To the West, to the North and to the East, enemy infantry could be clearly

seen on the ground. An artillery duel began almost at once and throughout this

day under continuous and sometimes heavy shell fire, an all round defensive

position was prepared.

At midnight, orders were received for an attack on to the enemy position
north of SIDI RESEGH landing ground. It was to be carried out at 8.30 a.m. the

next morning by three companies of the Battalion with a Company of the Rifle

Brigade under Command, and supported by a Field Regiment and a Battery of the Royal
Horse Artillery.

The ground for attacking was as flat as a billiard table The first 2,000

yards was over a landing field which had been cleared of sorub. The whole area had

been carefully and accurately registered by the enemy guns the day before.

From first light on the 21st November, enemy shelling started. At 7.30 a.m.

while the Company Commanders were giving out their orders and pointing out the

starting line, the enemy brought down very heavy concentrations of fire along
the whole length of this line.

At 8.30 a.m. the attack began. The guns supporting the Battalion had started

two minutes before and continued giving invaluable support for six minutes. The

Scout Carrier Platoons moved fast in front of the infantry with orders to find

and destroy as many of the enemy as they could and to help the infantry on to the

objectives. The infantry platoons followed in perfect extended order on a wide

front. The Commanding Officer and Adjutant moved on foot behind the centre company.

The Carriers charged forward at high speed. Completely undeterred by the heavy

anti-tank fire, they overran the forward enemy posts. At the sight of these

charging carriers many of the enemy fled from their posts, making an easy target
for the Brens. Hand grenades were thrown from the carriers into the enemy

with great effect. The action of the carriers greatly helped with the infantry
advance.

Following the Carriers came the infantry. These riflemen, mostly Cockneys,

marched relentlessly forward across this open coverless ground. At first the

enemy’s observation was obscured by the very effective artillery barrage, but as

soon as the carriers reached the north side of the landing ground, field guns,

mortars, anti-tank guns and rifles were all brought to bear against the Battalion.

To many of the officers and N.C. O.'s the well remembered principle of "use of

ground", seemed at this moment quite inapplicable. In the early stage of the

advance the casualties were slight thanks to the way that dispersions and

formations were strictly maintained. There was no check in the steady advance

till within 200 yards of the enemy’s main positions. It now became a platoon

Commander's, a Section Commander's, and even at times a purely riflemens battle.
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By leadership and individual initiative and courage the enemy posts were

overcome and annihilated one by one. In the centre particularly, where the

brunt of the opposition was found, one Company was held up by devastating fire.

All the officers except one were killed or badly wounded, all the serjeants

badly wounded and fifty per cent of the Section Commanders and Riflemen were

casualties. To move was to be hit. On the flanks in a slightly lesser degree
the same situation prevailed. It was now that were performed many acts of

memorable courage.

One Rifleman, entirely on his own initiative and at a most critical moment,

ran forward fifty yards towards an enemy post firing his Bren gun from the hip.
He was killed, but not before his task was done and he had wiped out the entire

crew of seven of an anti-tank gun. This act of self-sacrifice so inspired his

friends and dismayed his enemies, that his platoon was able to continue the advance.

Some idea of the force of the enemy fire, can be judged from the story of

one section of five survivors who were firing a Bren Gun with good effect. As

the man on the gun was hit so another took his place, until three were killed and

one wounded; the last of this gallant five continued to fire.

A young captain, second in command of the Company who had gone forward in the

advance with the leading platoon, cheered on this Platoon by energy and example.
When his Company was temporarily stopped by the fiercest fire, and to move about

made you the target for all, this officer visited each Platoon and directed the

fire until the inevitable happened and he was severely wounded.

At the same time the Company Commander, realising that one strong enemy

post in particular was holding his men up, went across to an Artillery O.P. to

get support. This meant risking almost certain death. He reached the O.P. and

in a short time successfully directed the gunfire on to this post.

By the leadership of officers and N.C.O's and by the bravery and initiative

of the Riflemen, resistance was overcome by midday. Casualties were heavy but

not in comparison with what had been achieved. Invaluable ground had been won.

Many Germans and Italians were killed and between seven hundred and eight hundred

prisoners were taken.
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